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s of August 2009, only 18 pharmaceutical companies
were using Twitter, only a few of those were actively
Tweeting, and only one encompassed a branded effort. 

Johnson & Johnson has been the most active,
with daily Tweets from Director, Media Relations
Marc Monseau and Director, Video Communica-
tions Rob Halper. 
Novo Nordisk was the first pharma company to

venture down the branded Tweet route with its
Race With Insulin Twitter page, twit-
ter.com/racewithinsulin. 
Other big pharma company names on Twitter

include: AstraZeneca, Boehringer Ingelheim, GlaxoSmith-
Kline, Novartis, Pfizer, and Roche. 
To find a complete list of Twitter pharma accounts, as well

as branded and nonbranded sponsored patient communities,
physician and nurse communities, hospital social media sites,
and healthcare-related Facebook, YouTube, and MySpace
accounts, log on to Jonathan Richman’s Dose of Digital blog. 
Mr. Richman is director of business development at

Bridge Worldwide; he’s also single-handedly trying to
change the way pharma and healthcare companies use digi-
tal marketing, including Twitter. As part of this, with the
help of several other social media consultants, he has created
a wiki with more than 20 categories of healthcare social
media sites. To see the most current and complete list of
pharma Tweets to date, visit doseofdigital.com/healthcare-
pharma-social-media-wiki.
Mr. Richman says Twitter is analogous to walking into a

cocktail party where many conversations are going on at once. 
“Some conversations you walk past and ignore; some you

listen in on, but don’t participate in; others you jump in
wholeheartedly and contribute to,” he says. “Very few people
stand in the corner at a cocktail party and shout out their
message, all the while ignoring everyone else. But this is
essentially what many pharma companies are doing on Twit-
ter, and they will lose followers when they find out that it is
just another one-way conversation.”
Earlier this year, the Web analytics company Compete

ranked Twitter as the third most used social network, which
puts the number of unique monthly visitors at around 6 mil-
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mouth messaging to a broad population at a
limited cost, are substantial. 
Twitter also can help companies break

through the clutter and reach physicians when
they are receptive to receiving information with
small bits of data, rather than trying to squeeze
into their offices vying for time when they are
busy seeing patients, Ms. Allison says. 
Janet Carlson, founder and CEO of One

Eleven Interactive, has little patience with
naysayers of Twitter, ROI or no ROI. 
“I think at this time it would be challeng-

ing to see a change in sales from engaging with
Twitter — any increase could be coincidental,
especially if the increase happened, for instance,
right after a Tweet,” she says. “But Tweeting is
free, and it’s not like marketers have to reinvent
the wheel; it’s just blasting information down
another pipe. It’s so easy, why not do it?”
Especially, Ms. Carlson says, since both

patients and physicians are looking to drug
companies for information, Twitter pro-
vides another designated vehicle for pro-
viding this information. 
“This is a timely channel and a place

where pharma companies can start to
build trust with their customers,” she
says. “If people want to hear what com-
panies have to say, then why wouldn’t
they talk to them? I say, Tweet on.” 

Not Your Traditional ROI

Zoë Elliott, who recently left her
director position at Sapient to become a
consultant, finds the industry’s need for
ROI in social media “a little ironic.” In
her experience, ROI has been difficult to
track for many different types of media,
but some marketers are now using the
lack of a traditional ROI as justification
to lay low, she says. 
“Since the digital age, pharma has

flown the ROI flag as one reason to not
test unfamiliar waters,” she says. “Yet
online is one of the most measurable
mediums there is.”
Offline media can also be more  diffi-

cult to track. For example, Ms. Elliott
says it can be difficult to quantify a TV
DTC campaign unless an extensive chain
to purchase is being followed. 
“Online, there is a greater ability to

track behavior, segmentation, or even

intent, and to do so cost-effectively,”
she says. “To make a business case for
social media, companies need to look at
more qualifiable data and tie those data back to
an integrated marketing plan.”
Some Twitter users have come up with

their own set of metrics to gauge outcomes.
According to Faruk Capan, CEO of Intouch
Solutions, there are ways to measure results,
but the methods are new and not the metrics
people are used to. 
“Some clients have developed scoring sys-

tems for measuring the number of mentions of
their companies on Twitter,” he says. “For
example, a mention gets so many points, a full
conversation gets more, the number of links
clicked and the amount of exposure a site
receives before and after someone does a search
earns X number of points.” 
Mr. Capan also says using Twitter requires

a wait-and-see perspective. 
“I equate Twitter to sending out press

releases via the newswires — send it out and
see what happens,” he says.

lion and the number of monthly visits at 55
million. In February 2009, Nielsen ranked
Twitter as the fastest-growing site in the mem-
ber communities category, and in May 2009 it
ranked as the fastest-growing Web brand,
increasing 1,448% year over year, from 1.2
million unique visitors in May 2008 to 18.2
million in 2009.
Although this ranking still puts Twitter

behind Facebook and MySpace, the most
recent hype has created a greater awareness of
the three-year-old social networking tool. The
increased use has piqued a mild interest among
the pharma industry regarding whether hav-
ing a Twitter account is advisable from a mar-
keting point of view. 

Making a Business Case for Tweeting

The big question on everyone’s mind is:
what is the business case for Twitter? Many
early adopters, like Mr. Richman, are beating
the drum for more companies to participate in
the medium, but if pharma companies are
waiting for proof in the form of a traditional
business case before jumping on the Tweet-
wagon, they are probably not going to be
rewarded for their patience. Like many other
modes of marketing, Twitter may cause a lift
in brand awareness, but those results are pure-
ly anecdotal. Traditional metrics and ROI
measurement do not fit into the untraditional
Twitterverse. 
There are ways to monitor results, our

experts say, with newer measurement meth-
ods, such as sentiment metrics, engagement
metrics, and media impressions. According to
Meryl Allison, director of life sciences at
Deloitte Consulting, although it may be diffi-
cult to track a direct connection to revenue
from Twitter activity, marketers can track the
size of a Twitter user community as well as the
tone and frequency of reactions to Tweets. Ms.
Allison says the clear benefits of the social net-
working tool, such as encouraging word-of-
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Several social media enthusiasts
believe that the effect on brand aware-
ness and eventually sales can be mea-
sured on Twitter and all social media.
“I disagree wholeheartedly with the

idea that there is no way to measure
results on Twitter,” says Sally Church,
Ph.D., executive VP, Icarus Consul-
tants. “Metrics and ROI of social media
can be easily measured, and what can be
measured can be managed. Start with a
baseline, then measure the impact of
Twitter, just as with any traditional PR
tactic.”
Kevin Kruse, founder and president of Kru

Research, says to test the effect of using Twitter
for direct marketing, he created an account for a
fictitious insomnia drug, and then he measured
interested followers.
“What we found is that a company can, in

fact, use Twitter for a brand in a similar fash-
ion to direct e-mail or other direct media chan-
nels and get good results,” Mr. Kruse says.
The experiment, as Mr. Kruse calls it, was

ongoing at press time, but he had completed
two phases and was headed into the third. The
first phase entailed testing responses to different
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Twitter profiles. The second phase gauged what
impact the profile photo had on response rates;
conceptual photos seemed to get the best
results. Phase three will be to see if followers
will click on links provided to them in value-
added Tweets.
Mr. Kruse says he was inspired by the posi-

tive results that other industries, such as the
computer market, were experiencing.
“Companies such as Dell are getting real

clicks and real dollars, so we set up an experi-
ment to find out if a pharma brand manager
could use Twitter as a promotional tool,” he says.
The results were surprising, even to Mr.

Kruse. The fictitious drug account earned a 1%
to 5% response rate with only the drug name
and logo, an 8% response rate with a headshot
of the “brand manager,” and a 10% response
using an artsy image of a woman sleeping on a
pillow. Mr. Kruse says his team tried a fourth
test, which ended up being the most successful:
a profile featuring a person with chronic insom-
nia who was identified with an unbranded
Website related to getting better sleep; that
account received a 14% response rate. 
“These results show that it is worth it for

pharma companies to take a hard look at Twit-
ter to determine how to best use it,” he says. 
According to Christopher Schroeder,

CEO of HealthCentral, the benefits and
business case for Twitter will eventually
emerge, much like any new medium. 
“Discussions around finding a busi-

ness case for Twitter remind me of the
folks in 2001 who said search would
never be an advertising medium,” he
says. “Anytime a connection is made with
people that is useful, on their terms, and
establishes a relationship, the metrics will
follow. Right now, the cost of Tweeting is
almost zero. The experimentation, learn-

ing, and engagement are likely invaluable.
That alone is a significant ROI.”
Jack Barrette, CEO of WEGO Health,

agrees. 
“The classic ROI for Twitter will come

when companies become engaged at enough
scale to track new prescriptions and refilled
prescriptions through pharmacy data match-
back,” he says. “Right now, we can track per-
ception of a pharma brand among the most
active social media users, the consumer opin-
ion leaders; we’ve found these opinion leaders
are more likely to recommend a brand after
engaging with the brand through social
media.”
There is as much of a business model to be

made for the industry to use Twitter as there is
for blogging, Mr. Richman says. 
“Pharma companies may not sell more pills

by using Twitter, but it is part of a larger com-
munication program,” he says. “Any company
that increases transparency and provides greater
access to their customers will yield long-term
results. The pharma industry is no exception.” 
Mr. Richman observes, however, that what

most pharma companies are Tweeting on
Twitter does not serve the purpose of increas-
ing transparency or improving access. Most
companies appear to be using the medium to
send out press releases rather than communi-
cating person to person, he says. 
“Twitter is built on the belief that there’s

supposed to be an interaction, which is why
there is the ability to reply and send direct
messages,” he says. 
Anticipating one-on-one conversations with

everyone who is following a Twitter account can
be daunting. Mr. Barrette suggests focusing on
the value of having a few virtual friends. 
“There is only a small group of people a

company needs to engage with on a truly one-
on-one level,” he says. “Companies make the
mistake of looking at the vastness of Twitter as
having to boil the ocean. Instead, they should
focus on spending time with health activists,

consumer opinion lead-
ers, by looking at their

Tweeting doesn’t require any big spend to
get additional share of voice. Why wouldn’t
a company engage with Twitter? 
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Nordisk to prove his high-performance career
is possible with diabetes (Twit-
ter.com/RaceWithInsulin). Mr. Kim-
ball discusses his challenges with coping
with Type 1 diabetes and posts mes-
sages about using Novo Nordisk’s Lev-
emir to treat his disease.
Despite the lack of traditional met-

rics and ROI, pharma companies that
have ventured into the space have found
value. Roche, for one, found Twitter
invaluable during the recent outbreak of
the influenza virus. 
“As a company that makes one of the

leading influenza treatments, we posted
links to available educational material and
media backgrounders on influenza, which we
believed would be beneficial to our audience,”
says Sabine Kostevc, coordinator, global Inter-
net presence at Roche. “We also received media
inquiries for additional images and b-roll, and
we were able to address these requests directly
via Twitter. User feedback has been favorable.”
AstraZeneca not only listens but also par-

ticipates in the conversation, says Tony Jewell,
senior director of issues and policy communi-
cations. But the company gains the most value
from listening. 
“Before we launched our @AstraZenecaUS

account, our company was already the subject of
numerous Tweets, so it made sense to join the
conversation,” Mr. Jewell says. “We not only
want to be part of conversations about impor-
tant health topics, but we also want to listen to
what people are saying about the company, the
industry, and most importantly, their health.” 
AstraZeneca’s presence on Twitter provides

another channel for reaching a targeted audience
with its own news, as well as the company’s per-
spectives on health issues, Mr. Jewell says. 
“Since joining Twitter earlier this year, we

have gained more than 1,500 followers and have
received positive feedback from reporters,
industry colleagues, and even some industry
critics,” he says.
AstraZeneca tries to create Tweets that are

fresh and meaningful. One way is by tapping
employees who attend events and Tweet their
impressions in real-time. 
For example, when members of

AstraZeneca’s R&D organization attended the
BIO annual meeting, they sent Tweets about
the event and the presentations in which com-
pany representatives were involved. 
“As the health reform debate continues, we

will continue to Tweet AstraZeneca’s perspec-
tives, as well as the resources that we’ve found

behavior online and their frequency and com-
mitment to the topic.”
Mr. Barrette also suggests tentative compa-

nies use search ads as a model for using Twitter. 
“Like your SEM campaigns, a Tweet can

use 140 characters to mention the brand but
not the indication, and pharma companies can
do this all day long,” Mr. Barrette says. “It’s a
great opportunity to watch a conversation and
to provide a relevant Web link that will bring
value in context, in real time.” 
Craig DeLarge, associate director,  e-

marketing and relationship marketing, Novo
Nordisk U.S., says forget about ROI and think
about where the customers are. 
“Twitter is like other promotional tactics —

it cannot be tied directly to sales, yet that is
where the customer is, and marketers have to
keep up with the customer,” he says.

An Educational Opportunity

Not only does the industry need to start out
with the intention to educate people or sup-
port patients about their health through posts
on Twitter, but Twitter will force healthcare
marketers to think about their jobs differently. 
“Twitter is a relationship space,” Mr.

DeLarge says. “As customers continue to
engage, then the product needs to be there,
and if the product meets the customers’ needs
through value-adds such as content and sup-
port, well, then, and only then, the company
has earned the right to talk about business,
purchases, and transactions. But first, compa-
nies must establish a trusting relationship.” 
At press time, Novo Nordisk was the only

pharmaceutical company to host a branded
social media effort. Indianapolis race car driver
Charlie Kimball has partnered with Novo
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this should be coupled with value-added
information such as educational content,
videos, and fact sheets, as well as responding to
questions.” 
Other Tweets could include alerts on

upcoming events, links to third-party news
commentary or industry information, and

occasional polls on relevant topics, she says. �

PharmaVOICE welcomes comments about this

article. E-mail us at feedback@pharmavoice.com.
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useful,” Mr. Jewell says.
“We are trying to con-

stantly improve the newsworthiness of our
Tweets, and the number of re-Tweets that we
receive is a useful indication of whether our fol-
lowers find things interesting.”
Examples of Tweet-worthy topics that the

company intends to engage in include infor-
mation about patient assistance programs and
other patient-support programs. 
For Roche, the main value lies in “listen-

ing,” which allows the company to better
understand what is top of mind for its audi-
ences and to have an early warning on arising
issues. Ms. Kostevc says the company also finds
it useful to be able to respond to questions and
point readers to relevant information.
“We believe it’s important to listen to issues

that are percolating, such as news on influenza
for instance, and publish links to information
already in the public domain that is relevant to
those conversations,” Ms. Kostevc says. “This
could include information from our own chan-
nels as well as re-Tweets from other sources or
references to third-channel sources, such as
studies and news commentary.” 

As a company
in a highly regulated

industry, Roche does not include marketing or
promotional content on its Twitter account,
but it strives to cover all topics that might be
relevant to its audiences. 
“As with other media, it is important to

understand who is following a discussion,
what topics interest them, and then respond in
a timely manner,” Ms. Kostevc says. “Publish-
ing news releases is certainly a good start, but
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business case for Twitter lies in how it could dramatically change
the focus of research marketing. According to Matthew Lewis,
MPA, Ed.D., director of strategic development, Outcomes, an
assessment services company for continuing education in the

health professions that applies scientific research methodologies to
the development of evaluation instruments and analysis, social media
broadly and Twitter specifically are unlike previous technologies expe-
rienced by the last generation and have the potential within the phar-
maceutical industry to transform the medical research and learning
paradigm. 
Mr. Lewis is an educational researcher whose career has focused on designing

and evaluating clinical learning experiences by leveraging the potential of new
media/social media. Social media will eventually and completely shift the
way business is conducted in the pharmaceutical industry as well as the
broader healthcare market. These media will change how companies perceive
who the customer is and even what it means to be a customer, he says. 
As the industry begins to evolve away from a product-centric model and

toward a more service-oriented one, the focus shifts from the product being
the entry point for creating a relationship with a patient; social media will
become the gateway to that relationship.  
“Social media changes everything in terms of the way pharma companies

interact with the people they consider customers or patients,” Mr. Lewis says.
“Twitter is one way to view the market through the lens of the patient.”
This type of research results in hearing things a company may never have

heard before, such as what a product is doing to a patient and his or her life,
both positively and negatively; this information can shed light on what it’s
like to be a patient as opposed to being just a customer. 
“Social media are changing the research paradigm from what has been a

top-down approach to product marketing to a bottom-up learner-centered or
patient-centered approach,” Mr. Lewis says. “This makes communications
more relevant and emotional for both parties.” 
“I see this world through both a professional lens and an academic one,

and whether I am talking to colleagues at work or peers at school, everyone
is excited about social media and Twitter,” he says. “It really is transforma-
tive and will shift the research and learning paradigm in ways we don’t yet
understand.” 
The shift may occur many years down the road, he admits.
“Twitter hasn’t been around long enough yet — it might take 10 years or

more for social media to be transformative, but I can tell you this: it’s not
going to be just an add-on to the mix,” he says. “Social media will transform
what we do and how we do it. We can’t afford to be myopic anymore; we
need to start to take a long view of social media and how this will shape things
to come.”
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Sound Bites From The Field

TO TWEET OR NOT TO TWEET, THAT IS THE QUESTION

PHARMAVOICE ASKED THOUGHT LEADERS FROM MARKETING AND INTERACTIVE COMPANIES TO ASSESS 

HOW THE INDUSTRY IS REACTING AND RESPONDING TO THE USE OF TWITTER. 

DAVID CHAPIN is CEO and

Owner of Forma, a

 marketing firm for biotech,

life-sciences, and pharma

companies. For more

 information, visit 

formalifesciencemarketing.com.

“Companies are cautious about adopting

Twitter as a method of staying in contact

with  customers, in part because of the 

confidentiality  surrounding their work and

their clients. Business-to-business clients in

particular are curious, but they have not yet

adopted Twitter wholeheartedly. For those

who have not, we advise them to monitor

Twitter, particularly their competitors, if their

market space lends itself to this type of 

communication.”
ROSS FETTEROLF is VP of

Digital Strategy at Ignite

Health, a full-service

 healthcare marketing

 agency that takes a

 technology-centric

approach to educate, inspire, and empower

chronically ill patients and their caregivers. 

For more information, visit  ignitehealth.com.

Tweet Ross @DigitalBulldog.

“We are seeing a groundswell in the

 industry for adoption of Twitter versus other

new technologies such as YouTube and

 Facebook. Currently the corporate Twitter

presence, for example @AstraZenecaUS and

@GenentechNews, is considered king, as

clients are using the tool to push out press

releases to dedicated followers, but we have

only seen one significant branded marketing

 companies appear to be more comfortable with

Twitter. This may be because of the length of

 postings, which are short, and the ability to easily

control content. For example, some companies

are connecting RSS feeds to their Twitter alerts

and broadcasting content that way. I also know

that a number of organizations are monitoring

Twitter to better understand what people are

saying about their brands or company.”
ANDREA JOHNSTON is

 President and CEO of Pure

Communications, a corporate

communications agency

 specializing in public and

investor relations and

 marketing communications for the life-sciences

industry. For more information, visit

 purecommunicationsinc.com. Tweet Andrea

@purecom.

“Two things are certain. First, companies are

very interested in what their audience is saying

about them online. Twitter not only allows 

them to monitor the  conversation but to

 participate in a very genuine way.  Second, there

is widespread interest from clients in how to use

Twitter to complement and maximize their PR

strategies. We are now routinely delivering

strategic  recommendations for social media. At

the heart of those recommendations is the act of

engaging in a multi-sided dialogue versus a one-

sided communication. In essence, social media

is microblogging — the constant  streaming of

convenient and compelling updates on

 platforms such as Twitter, which has become an

essential forum for sharing  information and

insights, receiving industry updates in real time,

discussing trends from the latest conferences,

and connecting with key influencers.”

effort employed via this platform, Novo Nordisk’s

controversial @RaceWithInsulin  campaign

 featuring race-car driver and Type 1 diabetic

Charlie Kimball. Some companies are exploring

sponsorship models with trusted  content

providers to supply breaking information at

 conferences via their Twitter accounts — Lilly

Oncology’s work with @MedscapeOnc is a great

example — but mostly  engagement has been

on a personal level. They are following e-pharma

thought leaders who share news and updates as

Twitter is emerging as the way to get 

information on the go. We are trying to position

Twitter as a potential  marketing tool versus a

press release tool or news engine. We are

 monitoring brand  conversations on Twitter via

our social media monitoring service and

 featuring them in our competitive updates as a

way to generate social insights about

brands/competitors. If the insights reveal that a

client’s brand/audience is well-represented on

Twitter, we’re recommending it as a distribution

channel in a next-generation CRM strategy. In

the case of Twitter, like all social media

 technologies, we’re advising clients not to dive

in headfirst, but to enter the waters  carefully,

with a process and strategy in place to retain the

appropriate visitor experience and measure the

success of these efforts.”
FARD JOHNMAR is Founder of Envision

 Solutions, a full-service healthcare marketing

communications consulting firm. For more

 information, visit envisionsolutionsnow.com.

Tweet Fard @fardj.

“Increasingly, a number of major pharma and

healthcare companies, such as Novartis and

Johnson & Johnson, have a presence on Twitter.

Unlike other social technologies, drug
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